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Welcome to the November session of the
Dr. Harold C. Deutsch World War II History Round Table. Tonight is the annual Dr.
Harold C. Deutsch Lecture. Our speaker is Danny Orbach, author of The Plots Against Hitler.
He will discuss the discord amongst the Nazi
leadership and their failed attempts to kill Hitler.
For those of you who are unfamiliar with this
annual event, we offer a word of explanation. It
was Dr. Deutsch’s custom to speak on a topic of
his choosing at the November meeting. These
lectures were always well attended due to his
renowned scholarly reputation. His knowledge
on virtually any World War II topic was second
to none. Many of his former students from the
University of Minnesota came to this lecture.
With his death, it was decided to remember him
through, not only this Round Table, but also by a
lecture series named after him.
Despite its self-image as a united “People’s
Community,” the Nazis and their Third Reich
were opposed by many Germans from all walks
of life. Because of the culture of fear and surveillance created by the SS and Gestapo it was
very risky to publicly show resistance. The
threat of imprisonment in a concentration camp
or even death stifled open opposition. In spite of
this some Germans still showed opposition in
small ways and large. Some would not allow
their children to wear the Bund Deutscher Mädel
or Hitlerjugend uniforms; others would listen to
foreign radio broadcasts and spread forbidden
information to other Germans. More
dangerously, some helped or hid Jews or opponents of the regime. Others went so far as to
conspire to kill Hitler himself.
The most serious resistance and conspiracy
against Hitler gradually evolved within the
Wehrmacht. Many officers, coming from either
pre-20th century aristocratic Prussian tradition or
having more contemporary democratic values,
were loyal to Germany and not specifically the
Nazi regime. The antipathy towards Hitler took a
long time to coalesce, partially hindered by the
issue of honoring the personal oath of loyalty to
Hitler required of each officer. During the years
of Hitler’s many successes, the officers who
opposed Hitler felt isolated and helpless. One of

the biggest challenges for the conspirators was
to win over a large enough number of officers
to make a putsch successful. Their opportunities for doing this varied greatly over the period of Hitler’s dictatorship.
Dr. Harold Deutsch identified four rounds of
the military conspiracy against Hitler. The first
was around the year 1938, and was due to the
anger of the Officer Corps over Hitler’s removals of the Minister of War Field Marshal
Werner von Blomberg and Commander-inChief of the Army General Werner von Fritsch
on spurious grounds. Combined with anxiety
over the Czech crisis, several army leaders felt
the Führer was leading Germany into war.
Army Chief of Staff General Ludwig Beck
feared another war, and made contact with
foreign leaders in Great Britain and France to
encourage them to stand firmly against Hitler’s
threat (with the possibility of a putsch to remove Hitler). However, appeasement led to the
Munich Agreement, which undermined Beck’s
position altogether
The Army’s second round of conspiracy
came at the beginning of the war, September
1939 to May of 1940, centered among officers
of the Abwehr. This was German Military Intelligence service under the direction of Admiral Wilhelm Canaris. Colonel Hans Oster organized an extensive network of anti-Nazis in the
Army and in the intelligence services. The
Abwehr attempted to contact Britain just after
the invasion of Poland. They wanted a British
agreement to a negotiated peace if the Nazi
government was overthrown. Oster knew he
could recruit more Army officers in a plot
against Hitler if they were sure a peaceful outcome would be the result. Unfortunately, the
British ignored these overtures.
The third round of the conspiracy developed
within the Army Group Center command in
Russia during 1942 and particularly after the
defeat at Stalingrad in 1943. Army Group Center had a large number of anti-Nazi officers,
starting with its two commanders, Field Marshal Fedor von Bock and, later, Field Marshal
Günther von Kluge. Organized by the senior
operations officer Lt. Col. Henning von
Tresckow, several attempts were made to place
a bomb near the Führer on his many trips to the
Front. The failure of these efforts brought the
realization that the conspirators’ best chance
would be found by striking Hitler closer to
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home. Tresckow turned to fellow conspirators
in the Home Army Staff.
The final and nearly successful chapter of the
conspiracy was led by Col. Claus Schenk Graf
von Stauffenberg between March and July 1944.
When he became the Chief of Staff to ColonelGeneral Friedrich Fromm of the Home Army,
Stauffenberg went to several Führer conferences
prepared to detonate an explosive to kill Hitler.
The conspirators needed to coordinate assassination and military action. On 20 July 1944, Stauffenberg placed an explosive-laden briefcase
under the table during a conference at Hitler’s
Wolf’s Lair headquarters in Prussia. The army
forces in Berlin began implementation of OPERATION WALKŰRE (an Army take-over of
Berlin).Unfortunately, Hitler was only slightly
injured and OPERATION WALKŰRE was a
failure. Stauffenberg was shot by a firing squad
later that same day and his co-conspirators paid
dearly over the next several months.
One of the weaknesses of the officer’s conspiracy against Hitler was their failure to agree
on their goals: did they want a democracy or a
monarchy; would they retain the territory gained
thus far in a successful war? Another weakness
was the absence of any support by the Allies.
The Allied war aim of “Unconditional
Surrender” both denied support to any putsch
and meant many German officers sympathetic to
the conspiracy felt obliged to continue fighting
as a matter of honor, and thus stayed neutral but
did not report the conspirators to the Gestapo.
Having no alternative to offer other than taking
down the Nazi regime and begging for mercy
from Josef Stalin, Winston Churchill, or Franklin
Roosevelt, the conspiracy was never able to
generate the necessary support. Many Germans,
who did not support Hitler nonetheless fought to
the death. Today in Germany the conspirators are
honored as true German heroes.
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Minnesota Military Museum, Camp Ripley, 15000 Hwy
115, Little Falls, MN 56345, 320-616-6050, http://
www.mnmilitarymuseum.org/
Minnesota Air Guard Museum - www.mnangmuseum.org 612-713-2523
Friends of Ft. Snelling, www.fortsnelling.org
World Without Genocide, 651-695-7621, http://www.worldwithoutgenocide.org/
Fagen Fighters WWII Museum, Granite Falls, MN,
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